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STEERABLE STYLET

RELATED DOCUMENTS

[0001] The present application claims the benefit under 35 U.S.C. §

119(e) of U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/256,847, entitled "Cochlear

Implant Insertion Device" filed October 30, 2009, which is incorporated herein by

reference in its entirety.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Reducing trauma to the cochlea due to implantation of a

cochlear implant is desirable to improve the chance of preserving residual

hearing, particularly for electric-acoustic stimulation (EAS), improved music

appreciation, hearing in noise, and overall patient performance. Trauma to the

cochlea can occur when the electrode array contacts the delicate internal

tissues of the cochlea during insertion. This contact can damage these tissues

and electrode array to loss of residual hearing.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0003] The accompanying drawings illustrate various embodiments of

the principles described herein and are a part of the specification. The

illustrated embodiments are merely examples and do not limit the scope of the

claims.

[0004] Fig. 1 is a diagram showing an illustrative cochlear implant

system, according to one example of principles described herein.



[0005] Fig. 2 is a diagram showing the external components of an

illustrative cochlear implant system, according to one example of principles

described herein.

[0006] Fig. 3 is a diagram showing implanted components of an

illustrative cochlear implant system, according to one example of principles

described herein.

[0007] Fig. 4A is a diagram of an electrode array being inserted into a

cochlea, according to one example of principles described herein.

[0008] Fig. 4B is a cross sectional diagram of an electrode array

within a cochlea, according to one example of principles described herein.

[0009] Figs. 5A and 5B are perspective views of an illustrative

electrode array with a steerable stylet, according to one example of principles

described herein.

[0010] Fig. 6A is a cross sectional diagram of a multi-lumen tube,

according to one example of principles described herein.

[0011] Fig. 6B is a cross sectional diagram of a steerable stylet,

according to one example of principles described herein.

[0012] Fig. 7 is a cross sectional diagram of a steerable stylet inserted

into an electrode array, according to one example of principles described herein.

[0013] Figs. 8A and 8B are diagrams of an illustrative silicon strain

gage, according to one example of principles described herein.

[0014] Fig. 9 is a diagram of an illustrative electrical connection to a

sensor in a steerable stylet, according to one example of principles described

herein.

[0015] Fig. 10A and 10B are diagrams showing principles of operation

of an illustrative strain gage, according to one example of principles described

herein.

[0016] Figs. 11A and 1 B are diagrams of an illustrative Fiber Bragg

sensor, according to one example of principles described herein.

[0017] Figs. 12A and 12B are diagrams of an illustrative fiber optic

pressure sensor, according to one example of principles described herein.



[0018] Fig. 13 is a cross sectional diagram of an electrode array with a

steerable stylet and control circuits, according to one example of principles

described herein.

[0019] Fig. 14 is an illustrative diagram of automated insertion of the

electrode array into a patient's cochlea, according to one example of principles

described herein.

[0020] Fig. 15 is diagram which shows automated insertion of an

electrode array into a patient's cochlea, according to one example of principles

described herein.

[0021] Fig. 16 is a flowchart that describes one illustrative method for

automated insertion of an electrode array into a cochlea, according to one

example of principles described herein.

[0022] Throughout the drawings, identical reference numbers

designate similar, but not necessarily identical, elements.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0023] A cochlear prosthesis may be used to restore a sense of

hearing in a patient by directly stimulating nerve cells in the cochlea. The

cochlear prosthesis includes an electrode array which is inserted into the

cochlea. The electrode array typically includes a linear array of electrodes

along the length of a flexible body. The electrode array is pushed into the

cochlea through a cochleostomy. As the electrode array contacts the internal

walls of the cochlea, the flexible body bends and conforms to the shape of

cochlea. However, the contact between the flexible body and the tissues within

the cochlea can cause trauma to the cochlea which leads to the loss of residual

hearing.

[0024] This specification describes a steerable stylet that allows for

automated insertion of the electrode array into the cochlea. The steerable stylet

is inserted into a lumen within the electrode array. Sensors within the stylet

detect contact with the cochlea wall and actuators respond by moving the

electrode array away from the wall. The electrode array is then incrementally



advanced into the cochlea and the process is repeated. Ideally, the electrode

array can be maneuvered inside the cochlea so as to avoid or minimize contact

with the walls of the cochlear lumen at all times. The force can be kept below a

safe limit by moving the electrode array inside the cochlea in small increments

so that, when contact occurs, it is very gentle. In this way, the electrode array

can be advanced to a depth of 18 mm to 30 mm using minimal force. In some

examples, the steerable stylet remains fully inserted within the lumen until the

electrode array is in its desired location. In other examples, the electrode array

is advanced off from the stylet during the insertion process.

[0025] The insertion process may be fully or partially automated. In a

fully automated process, the surgeon exposes the cochlea and makes the

cochleostomy. The electrode array and steerable stylet are positioned in the

cochleostomy. The automated process then inserts the electrode array to a

desired position within the cochlea and withdraws the steerable stylet, leaving

the electrode array in place. In one illustrative partially automated process, the

surgeon may hold the insertion device and manually advance the electrode

array into the cochlea. The steerable stylet senses contact between the

electrode array and cochlea walls and actively moves the electrode array away

from the cochlea walls when contact occurs. The invention described herein

can be used for other leads and catheters in addition to cochlear implants.

[0026] In the following description, for purposes of explanation,

numerous specific details are set forth in order to provide a thorough

understanding of the present systems and methods. It will be apparent,

however, to one skilled in the art that the present apparatus, systems, and

methods may be practiced without these specific details. Reference in the

specification to "an embodiment," "an example," or similar language means that

a particular feature, structure, or characteristic described in connection with the

embodiment or example is included in at least that one embodiment, but not

necessarily in other embodiments. The various instances of the phrase "in one

embodiment" or similar phrases in various places in the specification are not

necessarily all referring to the same embodiment.



[0027] Fig. 1 is a diagram showing one illustrative embodiment of a

cochlear implant (100) that is surgically placed within the patient's auditory

system. Ordinarily, sound enters the outer ear ( 1 10) and is directed into the

auditory canal (120) where the sound wave vibrates the tympanic membrane

(130). The motion of the tympanic membrane is amplified and transmitted

through the ossicular chain (140) which consists of three bones in the middle

ear. The third of the ossicles, the stapes, or stirrup, (145) contacts the outer

surface of the cochlea (150) and causes movement of the fluid within the

cochlea (150). Cochlear hair cells respond to the fluid-borne vibration in the

cochlea (150) and trigger neural electrical signals that are conducted from the

cochlea (150) to the auditory cortex by the auditory nerve (160).

[0028] As indicated above, the cochlear implant (100) is a surgically

implanted electronic device that provides a sense of sound to a person who is

profoundly deaf or severely hard of hearing. As also noted above, in many

cases deafness is caused by the absence or destruction of the hair cells in the

cochlea, i.e., sensorineural hearing loss. In the absence of properly functioning

hair cells, there is no way auditory nerve impulses can be directly generated

from ambient sound. Thus, conventional hearing aids which amplify external

sound wave provide no benefit to persons suffering from complete sensorineural

hearing loss.

[0029] Unlike hearing aids the cochlear implant (100) does not amplify

sound, but works by directly stimulating the auditory nerve (160) with electrical

impulses. Consequently, providing a cochlear prosthesis typically involves the

implantation of electrodes into the cochlea. The cochlear prosthesis operates

by direct electrical stimulation of the auditory nerve cells, bypassing the

defective cochlear hair cells that normally transduce acoustic energy into

electrical energy. For persons with partial hearing loss, the cochlear implant

can compensate for damage to defective portions of the cochlear mechanism,

while allowing the patient to utilize any residual hearing provided by working

portions of the cochlea.

[0030] External components of the cochlear implant include a

microphone (170), speech processor (175), and transmitter (180). The



microphone (170) picks up sound from the environment and converts it into

electrical impulses. The speech processor (175) selectively filters and

manipulates the electrical impulses and sends the processed electrical signals

through a cable to the transmitter (180). The transmitter (180) receives the

processed electrical signals from the speech processor (175) and transmits

them to the cochlear implant (100) by electromagnetic induction and/or by using

radio frequencies.

[0031] In this example, the cochlear implant (100) includes an

antenna (187) and an internal processor (185). The antenna (187) and internal

processor (185) are secured beneath the user's skin, typically above and behind

the external ear ( 110). The internal processor (185) includes electronic circuitry

housed in a hermetically sealed enclosure. This electronic circuitry is connected

by a hermetically sealed feedthrough to the antenna (187). The antenna (187)

receives power and signals from the transmitter (180) via electromagnetic

induction and/or radio frequency signals. The internal processor (185)

processes the received signals and sends modified signals through a separate

hermetic feedthrough to the cochlear lead (190) and electrode array (195). The

electrode array (195) is inserted into the cochlea (150) and provides electrical

stimulation to the auditory nerve (160).

[0032] The implant works by using the tonotopic organization of the

cochlea. The cochlea is arranged tonotopically, also referred to as "frequency-

to-place" mapping. The tonotopic structure of the cochlea enables human

beings to hear a broad range of acoustic frequencies. The nerve cells sense

progressively lower frequencies from the basal end of the cochlea to the apex.

For normal hearing, the brain is presented with the electrical signals from the

different regions of the cochlea and, because of the tonotopic configuration of

the cochlea, is able to discern the acoustic frequencies being heard. A cochlear

implant simulates with its electrode contacts along the length of the cochlea to

mimic this process.

[0033] Fig. 2 shows one illustrative embodiment of the external

components of the cochlear implant. The microphone (170) is attached to the

ear hook (200). The ear hook (200) secures the external components behind



the outer ear. The microphone (170) senses environmental sounds and

converts those sounds into electrical impulses. The processor (175) filters and

manipulates the electrical impulses it receives from the microphone (170) and

transmits processed electrical sound signals along the external cable (220) to

the transmitter (180). The processor (175), microphone (170) and transmitter

(180) are powered by a battery (310).

[0034] Fig. 3 shows one illustrative embodiment of the internal

components of the cochlear implant device. As described above, the antenna

(187) is connected to the internal processor (185). According to one

embodiment, the antenna (187) is a coiled wire or wires that are encapsulated

by a silicone overmold. A cavity within the center portion of the antenna (187) is

adapted to receive a magnet (189). The transmitter (180, Fig. 2) is held in place

externally over the antenna (187) by magnetic interaction between components

within the transmitter (180, Fig. 2) and the implanted antenna magnet (189).

The internal processor (185) is electrically connected to the antenna (187) and

receives signals and power via the antenna (187). The internal processor (185)

is connected to the cochlear lead (190) that terminates in a flexible end that

contains the electrode array (195). The electrode array (195) consists of a

plurality of individual electrode contacts made from platinum or a similar inert

conductive material. These electrodes and associated wires are supported and

connected by a flexible and durable biocompatible material, typically silicone

rubber.

[0035] Fig. 4A is a partially cutaway perspective view of a cochlea

(150) and shows an illustrative electrode array (195) being inserted into the

cochlea (150). The primary structure of the cochlea is a hollow, helically coiled,

tubular bone, similar to a nautilus shell. The coiled tube is divided through most

of its length into three fluid-filled spaces (scalae). The scala vestibuli (410) is

partitioned from the scala media (430) by Reissner's membrane (415) and lies

superior to it. The scala tympani (420) is partitioned from the scala media (430)

by the basilar membrane (425) and lies inferior to it. A typical human cochlea

includes approximately two and a half helical turns of its constituent channels.

The electrode array (195) is inserted into one of the scalae, typically the scala



tympani (420), to bring the individual electrodes into close proximity with the

tonotopically organized nerves.

[0036] The illustrative cochlear lead (190) includes a lead body (445).

The lead body (445) connects the electrode array (195) to the internal

processor (185, Fig. 3). A number of wires pass through the lead body (445) to

bring electrical signals from the internal processor (185, Fig. 3) to the electrode

array (195). The wires that conduct the electrical signals generated by the

processor are connected to the electrodes (465) within the electrode array

(195). For example, electrical signals which correspond to a low frequency

sound may be communicated via a first wire to an electrode near the tip (440) of

the electrode array (195). Electrical signals which correspond to a high

frequency sound may be communicated by a second wire to an electrode (465)

near the proximal end of the electrode array (195).

[0037] According to one illustrative embodiment, the signal wires

(402) and portions of the electrodes (465) are encased in a flexible body (475).

The flexible body (475) may be formed from a variety of biocompatible materials

including, but not limited to, medical grade silicone rubber. The flexible body

(475) secures and protects the wires and electrodes (465). The flexible body

(475) allows the electrode array (195) to bend and conform to the geometry of

the cochlea. When placed within the cochlea (150), the electrode array (195) is

positioned adjacent the lateral or outside wall of the scala tympani (420) and

brings the individual electrodes into close proximity with the tonotopically

organized nerves in the cochlea (150).

[0038] The lead (190) may also include a lumen which is adapted to

receive a steerable stylet (400). The steerable stylet and lumen may pass

through a substantial portion of the lead (190) to provide control of the electrode

array (195) during insertion.

[0039] Fig. 4B is a cross sectional diagram of a cochlea (150) with an

electrode array inserted into the scala tympani (420). The various cross

sectional positions of electrode array within a cochlea (150) are represented by

the dashed circles (450, 455, 460). In a first position (450) the electrode array is

in contact with a medial wall of the scala tympani (420) and proximal to the



cochlear nerve (400). This position can be a desirable final position for the

electrode array because the electrical fields generated by the electrodes more

easily trigger nerve impulses in the spiral ganglion (400). However, during

insertion contact between the electrode array and the medial wall can be

undesirable.

[0040] A second position (460) of the electrode array is against the

spiral ligament (445) and basilar membrane (425). Injury or irritation of the

basilar membrane (425) can damage the hair cells (446) which sense vibrations

in the fluid filled channel and trigger nerve impulses. If the patient has residual

hearing, injury to the basilar membrane and hair cells can result in a permanent

reduction of this residual hearing.

[0041] In the center position (455) the electrode array is not in contact

with any of the walls of the scala tympani. If the entire length of the electrode

array does not contact the walls of the scala tympani, the insertion of the

electrode array will be substantially frictionless and will not disturb the

surrounding tissues.

[0042] Figs. 5A and 5B are perspective views of an illustrative lead

(190) with a steerable stylet (400) inserted into a lumen (505) in the lead. Fig.

5A shows a partially cut away view of the lead (190). Extending out of the cross

section of the lead (190) is the steerable stylet (400) which is also cut away to

show its component parts. A number of signal wires (402) are also shown in the

cross section. The signal wires (402) are attached to the electrodes (465) and

conduct electrical signals from the processor to the electrodes.

[0043] The cochlea has a variable radius of curvature that decreases

from its base to its apex. When the stylet is at the base of the cochlea, its free

end must assume a larger radius of curvature than when it is close to the apex.

In order for the electrode array (195) to assume the shape of the cochlea when

the pull wires are pulled, the cross section of the electrode array (195) is

designed to vary along its length, tapering toward the distal end. In some

embodiments, the electrode array (195) may be preformed in a helical shape

having a radius that is tighter than the radius of the modiolus of the cochlea to

be implanted. Tension on one or more of the wires straightens the electrode



array (195). During the insertion the tension of the wires is controlled to move

the electrode array (195) so that undesirable contact between the electrode

array (195) and walls of the scala tympani are minimized.

[0044] Fig. 5B shows additional details of the lead lumen (505) and

steerable stylet (400). The steerable stylet (400) includes a multi-lumen tube

(510). A plurality of pull wires (515) and a sensor shaft (520) pass through the

lumens in the multi-lumen tube (510).

[0045] Fig. 6A is a cross sectional diagram of an illustrative multi

lumen tube (510). The multi-lumen tube (510) may have a variety of

configurations and sizes. In this example, the multi-lumen tube (510) includes a

central sensor lumen (51 1) which is surrounded by four equally spaced wire

lumens (512). The overall diameter of the multi-lumen tube (510) is

approximately 330 microns with the central sensor lumen having a diameter of

approximately 125 microns and the wire lumens having a diameter of

approximately 50 microns. In other embodiments, the sizes of the multi-lumen

tube, sensor lumen, and wire lumens could vary. For example, the multi-lumen

tube could have a diameter in the range of 200 to 500 microns, the sensor

lumen could have a diameter in the range of 75 to 175 microns, and the wire

lumens could have a diameter in the range of 35 to 75 microns.

[0046] The multi-lumen tube (510) may be formed from a variety of

materials including, but not limited to silicone, fluoropolymers, polyurethane, or

other materials. The multi-lumen tube (510) may be formed by casting,

extrusion, or other appropriate methods. Depending on the material and the

forming process, the walls which divide the lumens (51 1, 512) in the tube (510)

may be as thin as 12.5 microns. In some embodiments, the outer surface of the

multi-lumen tube (510) may be coated with parylene or other dry lubricant. This

allows the multi-lumen tube (510) to be more easily inserted and withdrawn from

the lumen of the lead. The wire lumens (512) may also be coated with lubricant

to allow the pull wires to slide in the wire lumens (512) during actuation.

[0047] Fig. 6B is a cross sectional view of a steerable stylet (400)

taken along the length of the stylet. A pull wire (515) is inserted into one of the

wire lumens (512). The pull wire (515) may be formed from a variety of



materials, including platinum iridium, stainless steel, silicon, carbon, aramid, or

other suitable material. According to one illustrative embodiment, the pull wire

(515) may be formed from platinum iridium and have a diameter of

approximately 38 microns. Where the electrode array is preformed with a radius

of curvature which is tighter than the curvature of the cochlea, the pull wires can

be tensioned to straighten the electrode array during insertion. In one example,

the maximum force on the wires is less than 0.5 Newtons. The length of the

stroke on the pull wires to straighten the electrode array is less than 1

millimeter. In other applications or designs the wire diameter, force, and stroke

may be different.

[0048] A wire anchor (51 6) is formed on one end of the pull wire (51 5).

According to one example, the wire anchor (516) may be formed by inserting

the wire into the wire lumen (512) and then placing the portion of the wire

extending from the multi-lumen tube (510) in a flame. This melts the exposed

metal and forms a ball on the end of the wire. This ball can then be staked in

place using a silicone seal (530). In addition to securing the ends of the wires in

place, the silicone seal (530) may serve a number of purposes, including sealing

the end of the sensor lumen (51 1) . A variety of other methods can be used to

secure the terminal end of the wire (515). For example, the wire (515) may

simply terminate within the silicone seal (530). Alternatively a clamp may be

placed over the end of the wire and then sealed in place. The opposite end of

the wire (515) is formed into an attachment loop (517). An actuator attachment

(540) connects to the attachment loop (517). The actuator attachment (540) is

driven by one or more actuators to control the extension and retraction of the

pull wire (515). For clarity, Fig. 6B shows only one pull wire (515). However,

other pull wires could be inserted into the wire lumens (512) as described

above.

[0049] The active stylet (400) may be designed to have stiffness

comparable to the stiffness of the passive stylets currently in use, or may be

more or less stiff. The radius of curvature assumed by the stylet under the force

exerted by the pull wires is directly related to the flexural rigidity of the stylet.

The flexural rigidity, defined as the product of the area moment of inertia of the



cross section of the stylet times its modulus of elasticity, is a measure of the

stiffness of the stylet. The stiffer the stylet, the larger its flexural rigidity, and the

larger the radius of curvature of the stylet under a given force applied by the pull

wires. Therefore, for a given force applied through the pull wires, sections of the

stylet that are less stiff than others will bend to a tighter radius of curvature than

sections that are stiffer. Varying flexural rigidity along the axis of the stylet, with

lower flexural rigidity at the distal end, provides better conformity to the tighter

radius of curvature deeper into the cochlea.

[0050] Additional structural features may be built into the stylet to

stiffen or soften it in particular directions so as to reduce the risk of unwanted

buckling or twisting of the stylet. For example, the cross section of the stylet

may be rectangular or square, ribs or trenches may be added or etched to

increase the mechanical compliance in a particular direction, and the edges of

the stylet may or may not be rounded to various degrees.

[0051] In some embodiments, a coil may be wound around the entire

stylet structure. The coil, comprising 1 mil wire, maintains the pull wires close to

the core, even when the stylet is bent to a tight radius. Upon activation of a pull

wire, the coil transmits forces that bend the stylet. The coil and/or pull wires

may be coated with parylene or other biocompatible coatings to prevent sticking

to the coil or to the silicone encapsulant.

[0052] Many degrees of freedom are possible for controlling

movement of the stylet. One or more pull wires deflect a distal portion of the

stylet, and with it the electrode array, with respect to a proximal portion of the

stylet. The entire stylet, along with the electrode array, can be moved in XYZ

with respect to the patient, using the actuators or by hand. The stylet may also

be rotated clockwise or counterclockwise with respect to the patient, either

along with the lead or with respect to the lead while holding the lead fixed. Also,

the stylet may be inserted or withdrawn with respect to the lead while holding

the lead stationary or while moving the lead at a different rate or direction than

the stylet.

[0053] Fig. 7 is a cross sectional diagram of a steerable stylet (400)

inserted into the lead lumen (505) which is formed in the flexible body (475) of



an electrode array (195). In this example, the steerable stylet (400) includes a

multi-lumen tube (510) which has three wire lumens (512) and an offset sensor

lumen (51 1) . The sensor (700) is inserted into the sensor lumen (51 1) and the

pull wires (515) are inserted into the wire lumens. The electrode array (195)

also includes an electrode (465) and signal wires (402).

[0054] To straighten the electrode array (195), one or more of the pull

wires (515) are tensioned. Because the pull wires (515) are offset from middle

plane of the electrode array by an offset distance D0ff, the tension in the wires

creates a moment that alters the shape of the electrode array (195). In one

embodiment, the wire to the left is called the inner pull wire (515-1 ) and the wire

to the right is called the outer pull wire (515-3). The inner wire (515-1 ) and the

outer wire (515-3) are pulled together to straighten the electrode array (195).

The sum of their moments is responsible for the curling and straightening of the

electrode array (195). The difference between their moments is responsible for

moving the electrode array (195) along to the right or left.

[0055] In other embodiments, the locations of stylet (400) and pull

wires (515) may be different than that illustrated in Fig. 7 . For example, the pull

wires (515) may be located both above and below the midline of the electrode

array (195). The pull wires (515) could then be used to more actively control the

curling of the electrode array (195) around the cochlea. In this configuration,

forming the electrode array (195) into a precurled shape may not be necessary.

[0056] As discussed above, the shape of the scala tympani is not a

simple arc. Rather, the scala tympani has a helically coiled shape. To follow

the scala tympani, the steerable stylet controls the shape of the electrode array

(195) as it is progressively inserted into the cochlea. Initially, the pull wires are

tensioned to straighten the electrode array (195). The electrode array (195) is

then inserted into the cochlea until the scala begins to turn. At this point the

tension in the pull wires is slightly relaxed and the tip of the electrode array

(195) begins to make a gradual curve. The scala begins to ascend as well as

tighten its radius of curvature. To follow this path, the pull wires are

progressively relaxed as the electrode array (195) is inserted deeper into the

cochlea. To accommodate the upward angle of the scala, one of the pull wires



is not relaxed as much as the other. This pulls the tip of electrode array (195)

upward (or to the left as the electrode array (195) is oriented in Fig. 7).

[0057] According to one embodiment, the central pull wire (515-2) is

called the dither wire. The nominal tension of the dither wire (515-2) is only

great enough to remove the slack from the wire. Periodically additional tension

is applied to the dither wire (515-2). This results in an extension of the tip of the

electrode array (195). A sensor (700) measures the extension of the electrode

array (195) which is produced by the additional tension applied to the dither wire

(515-2). If the extension is clipped or attenuated by contact between the

electrode array (195) and a wall of the scala tympani, the inner and outer wires

(515-1 , 515-3) are adjusted to pull the electrode array (195) away from the wall.

The dithering action is again performed to determine if the corrective action was

successful. This process is repeated throughout the insertion to avoid all but

the lightest contact between the electrode array (195) and the walls of the

cochlea. In some examples, dithering could also be performed using the inner

and outer wires (515-1 , 515-3) or some other combination of the three pull wires

(515) to sense contact with the cochlea in other directions.

[0058] The wires illustrated in the figures have circular cross sections.

However, the wires may have a variety of other configurations. For example,

each pull wire may comprise multiple braided strands to increase strength while

maintaining flexibility. For example, a braided silicon structure having 11 wires,

each 15 µηι in diameter would provide the strength of a single 50-µηι wire but

the stiffness of a 27 µηι wire. Alternatively, a silicon wire ribbon, such as one

having a cross section of 20 µηι x 40 µ η , may be used for each pull wire.

[0059] Figs. 8A through 12B describe various sensors which can be

incorporated into a steerable stylet. Figs. 8A and 8B are diagrams of an

illustrative silicon strain gage (800). Fig. 8A is a plan view of the silicon strain

gage (800) which includes contact pads (805), active region (810) and the

terminal region (815). The silicon strain gage (800) may be fabricated using a

number of techniques including lithographic and deposition techniques

developed in the semiconductor industry. In this embodiment, the silicon strain

gage (800) is configured to measure bending in two orthogonal directions. The



illustrative silicon strain gage (800) has a width of 60 microns in the contact

region (808) and a width of 20 microns in the active region (810). The length of

the contact region (808) is approximately 400 microns and length of the active

region is approximately 1500 microns. The terminal region has a length of

approximately 100 microns. These dimensions are given only for purposes of

illustration and show that this embodiment of the silicon strain gage (800) can

be integrated with the other components of the illustrative steerable stylet. The

silicon strain gage (800) may have a variety of different sizes and configurations

and can be adapted to a wide range of applications.

[0060] Fig. 8B shows a cross section of the strain gage taken through

the active portion (810) along line A-A. In this example, the strain gage (800) is

formed on an n-type silicon substrate (835). Two active portions (825-1 , 825-2)

are formed on raised plateaus of the substrate (835). The active portions are p-

doped silicon and run the length of the active region (810). An insulating layer

(830) covers the substrate (835) and active portions (825) throughout the active

region (810). According to one embodiment, the insulating layer (830) is formed

from silicon oxide. The insulating layer (830) is removed in the contact and

terminal regions (805, 815) to allow electrical connections to be made with the

ends of the active portions (825). In this embodiment, an aluminum trace (820)

connects to the ends of both the active portions (825) in the terminal region

(815). The aluminum trace (820) is connected to a third contact pad (805-3).

The first contact pad (805-1 ) connects to the proximal end of the first active

portion (825-1 ) and the second contact pad (805-2) connects to the proximal

end of the second active portion (825-2).

[0061] As strain is applied to the active portions (825) the resistance

of the active portions (825) can change dramatically due to the piezoresistive

effect. In semiconductors, the piezoresistive effect results from changes in the

interatomic spacing which influences the conduction band of the material. This

makes it easier or harder for the electrons to be raised into the conduction band

and is manifest by a change in electrical resistance. Consequently, the active

portions (825) exhibit substantial changes in electrical resistance which are



proportional to the applied strain. These changes in resistance can be

measured from the contact pads (805).

[0062] Fig. 9 is a diagram of an illustrative electrical connection to a

sensor in a sensor sleeve (902). According to one illustrative embodiment, the

sensor sleeve (902) has a diameter of 100 microns or less and is slipped into

the sensor lumen (51 1, Fig. 6A) in the steerable stylet (400, Fig. 6A). The

sensor (900) may be any of a number of sensors, including the silicone strain

gage described in Figs. 8A and 8B. In this illustrative example, one or more

gold wires (905) connect to the sensor (900) and pass out of the sensor sleeve

(902). The end of the gold wire (905) is attached to a contact pad on a flex

circuit (910). The section of the gold wire (905) which bridges the gap between

the sensor sleeve (902) and the flex circuit (910) is supported by a flexible strain

relief (915). The flexible strain relief (915) may be any of a number of materials

including silicon rubbers, adhesives, and epoxies. According to one

embodiment, the strain relief (915) is formed from Room Temperature

Vulcanizing (RTV) silicone. The connection between the gold wire (905) and

the flex circuit (910) can be formed in a variety of ways, including wedge or ball

bonding techniques. Connector pins (920) provide electrical connections

between detecting circuitry and the flex circuit (910).

[0063] A number of illustrative dimensions are shown in Fig. 9 . For

example, the length of the flex circuit may be approximately 5 to 500 millimeters,

the gap between the flex circuit (910) and the sensor sleeve (902) may be

approximately 2 millimeters, and the length of the sensor sleeve (902) may be

approximately 4 to 100 millimeters in length. Depending on the sensor and the

application, the interconnection between the sensor and the detecting circuitry

may be significantly different than illustrated in Fig. 9 .

[0064] Fig. 10A and 10B are diagrams showing principles of operation

of the silicon strain gage (800) shown in Figs. 8A and 8B. Figs 10A and 10B

show only the two active portions (825) of the silicon strain gauge (800, Fig. 8B)

and the bending moments acting on them. By comparing the sign and the

magnitudes of the outputs from the two active portions (825) the bending of the



silicon strain gage can be determined in two orthogonal directions: bending

about the Y axis and bending about the Z axis.

[0065] Fig. 10A illustrates the active portions (825) bending upward as

a result of a moment about the Y-axis. Because the bending is the same in

both active portions (825), the resistance changes have the same sign and

similar magnitudes. Consequently, the output from the two active portions can

be summed to measure the applied moment and radius of curvature.

[0066] Fig. 10B shows the same active portions (825) with a moment

applied about the Z-axis. In this case, the left active portion (825-1 ) is in tension

and the right active portion (825-2) is in compression. One of the active portions

will have an increase in resistance and the other active portion will have a

decrease in resistance. Consequently, the difference between the outputs of the

two active portions indicates the magnitude of the applied moment and the

radius of curvature of the silicon strain gage.

[0067] Figs. 11A and B are diagrams of an illustrative fiber Bragg

sensor ( 1100). The fiber Bragg sensor ( 1 100) is a type of distributed Bragg

reflector constructed in a segment of optical fiber that reflects particular

wavelengths of light and transmits all others. This is achieved by adding a

periodic variation to the refractive index of the fiber core, which generates a

wavelength specific dielectric mirror.

[0068] Fig. 11A shows a segment of an illustrative fiber Bragg sensor

( 1 100) that may be incorporated into a steerable stylet. The sensor includes an

optical fiber made up of a core ( 1 110) and cladding ( 1 105). Differences in the

index of refraction between the core and the cladding confines light passing

through the fiber, with the majority of the light passing through the core. A fiber

Bragg grating ( 1 115) is formed in the core ( 1 110). The fiber Bragg grating

( 1 115) is made up of a number of periodically spaced variations in the optical

index of the fiber. These variations in the optical index of the fiber can be

formed in a variety of ways, including UV interference lithography, photomasks,

and point-by-point laser techniques. The distance D between the variations is

directly related to the wavelength of light which is reflected by the fiber Bragg

grating ( 1 115). Bending the fiber results in a change in the distance D and a



corresponding shift in the wavelengths of light which are reflected by the grating

( 1 115).

[0069] The graph below the segment of the fiber Bragg sensor ( 1100)

shows the variation in the optical index along the core ( 1 110). The optical index

is plotted along the vertical axis of the graph and linear distance along the fiber

is shown on the horizontal axis. As shown in the graph, the optical index in the

core ( 1 110) varies periodically between n2 and n3. Fig. 11A shows the grating

lines as having uniform spacing. However a number of other grating types

could be used. For example, chirped, tilted, superstructure, Gaussian apodized,

discrete phase shift and other gratings could be used.

[0070] Three graphs along the bottom of Fig. 11A show, from left to

right, the optical input to the sensor, transmitted light, and reflected light. In

each of the graphs, the vertical axes show the intensity of light and the

horizontal axes show the wavelengths of light. The first graph shows that a

broad range of wavelengths are input into the fiber. The second graph shows

that most of the input wavelengths are transmitted through the grating. The

transmitted spectrum includes a dip which occurs around the grating reflection

wavelength. The third graph shows the reflected spectrum. The reflected

spectrum is centered on a grating reflection wavelength λ Β . As discussed

above, β is determined by the distribution of the grating lines. The spacing

between grating lines vary when the fiber is bent. The amount of shift in β is

proportional to the radius of curvature of the fiber. Consequently, by sensing

shifts in the grating reflection wavelength β, the radius of curvature of the fiber

can be determined.

[0071] Fig. B shows three Bragg gratings ( 1 115) along an optical

fiber ( 1 100). Each of the Bragg gratings ( 1 115) has a different grating spacing

and consequently each of the gratings reflect different wavelengths of light. The

two graphs at the bottom of Fig. B show the input spectrum and reflected

spectrum. As described above, the vertical axes show the intensity of light and

the horizontal axes show the wavelengths of light. The first graph shows that a

broad range of wavelengths are input into the fiber. The second graph shows

the reflected spectrum which has three distinct peaks: , λ2 , 3. Each of the



peaks corresponds to one of the gratings ( 1 115). By detecting shifts in the

reflected peaks, the location and magnitude of bending along the fiber can be

identified. This can be particularly useful when the optical fiber ( 1 100) is

incorporated into a steerable stylet which senses and controls the placement of

an electrode array. The gratings ( 1 115) that are distributed along the fiber

provide information about the bending which occurs over length of the steerable

stylet. For example, if the steerable stylet is kinked in a particular location, the

fiber Bragg sensor can be used to sense the location and the radius of the kink.

Additionally, the fiber Bragg sensor can provide feedback that allows

appropriate control of the pull wires. This sensory feedback allows the steerable

stylet to shape the electrode array during the insertion process.

[0072] Figs. 12A and 12B are diagrams of an illustrative fiber optic

pressure sensor (1200). The pressure sensor (1200) is located on the terminal

end of an optical fiber (1205). The pressure sensor (1200) includes a base

(1210) which is optically and mechanically joined to the end of the optical fiber

(1205). A dielectric mirror (1215) is placed on one surface of the base (1210).

A second reflective surface is formed by a diaphragm (1220) which is attached

to the base (1210) and deflects in response to external pressure. The dielectric

mirror (1215) and the reflective surface of the diaphragm (1220) are spaced at a

distance D which varies according to the external pressure applied to the

sensor. These two reflective surfaces (1215, 1220) form a Fabry-Perot

interferometer. A portion of the incoming optical energy (1225) is reflected by

the dielectric mirror (1215) and another portion of the incoming optical energy is

reflected by the inner surface of the diaphragm (1220). The difference in optical

path length between the two reflected beams of light is 2D. The two reflected

beams optically interfere and produce a characteristic interference pattern. By

detecting changes in the interference pattern, the pressure applied to the

diaphragm can be calculated.

[0073] Fig. 12B shows a Fabry-Perot pressure sensor (1200) which

has been integrated onto the tip of a steerable stylet (400). The optical fiber

( 1205) passes through the center of the multi-lumen tube (510). Pull wires (51 5)



[0074] Fig. 13 is a diagram of an illustrative cochlear lead implant

system (1300). The implant system (1300) includes the electrode array (195)

and a steerable stylet (400). As discussed above, the electrode array (195)

includes a number of electrodes (465) which are electrically connected to a

processor (1305) by signal wires (402). The steerable stylet (400) includes pull

wires (515) which are connected to a pull wire actuator (1310). Although only

one pull wire (515) is shown in this figure, a number of additional pull wires and

associated actuators could be used. A number of sensors could also be

included in the steerable stylet, including the silicon strain gage (800, Fig. 8A,

8B), fiber Bragg gratings ( 1115) and a fiber optic pressure sensor (1200). In this

embodiment, the steerable stylet (400) includes three fiber Bragg gratings

( 1 115) and a pressure sensor (1200) which are all integrated into the same

optical fiber (1205).

[0075] These sensors are connected to a sensor support module

(1315) which provides the necessary optical and electrical functions to make

measurements from the sensors. For example, the sensor support module

(1315) may generate an optical input spectrum and detect returned optical

signals from the Bragg gratings ( 1115) and pressure sensor (1200).

[0076] A controller (1320) accepts the output from the sensor support

module (1315) and makes appropriate adjustments during the implant process

using actuators such as the pull wire actuator (1310). A number of other

actuators may also be controlled by the controller (1320). For example, the

controller (1320) may have a separate actuator that advances the electrode

array (195) into the cochlea and an actuator that with draws the steerable stylet

(400) from the electrode array (195). The controller may also provide any

number of other functions, such as visual or audio output, calibrations, or other

functions. The cochlear lead implant system (1300) may operate in any of

number of ways, including fully autonomous insertion or semi-autonomous

insertion.



[0077] Fig. 13 is only one example of a steerable stylet (400) which

could be used to control the shape of an electrode array (195). A variety of

other configurations could be used. For example, the pressure and fiber Bragg

gratings could be replaced with a variety of other sensors. In one embodiment,

silicon strain gages could be distributed along the length of the stylet. A plurality

of sensors could also be distributed in various radial positions in the stylet.

[0078] Additionally, the pull wires could be anchored at different

longitudinal points along the steerable stylet to provide additional control over

the shape of the steerable stylet. These additional pull wires may be provided

at intermediate locations along the stylet between the proximal and distal end.

Applying a force to one or more of these intermediate pull wires increases or

decreases the radius of curvature of the stylet in the section proximal to the

intermediate location without affecting the radius of curvature in distal of the

intermediate connection point. The radius of curvature will be decreased if the

intermediate pull wire is on the same side as the pull wire attached to the distal

end, and will be increased if it is on the opposite side.

[0079] Fig. 14 is an illustrative diagram of a system (1400) for

automated insertion of the electrode array into a patient's cochlea. The system

(1400) includes an insertion tool (1430) which holds the cochlear lead and

contains the actuators which manipulate the steerable stylet. In this

embodiment, the insertion tool (1430) is supported by an articulated arm (1410)

and base (1405). In other embodiments, the insertion tool (1430) may be held

by the surgeon. The insertion tool (1430) is connected by a cable (1440) to a

control unit (1445). As discussed above, the control unit (1445) may perform a

number of functions, including sensor decoding and calibrations, output of

status information, control of various actuators, and other functions.

[0080] To perform an automated insertion, the patient (1450) is first

prepared for surgery and the necessary surgical openings are made to access

the cochlea. A cochleostomy is performed to form an opening allowing access

to the cochlea. The insertion tool (1430) and the attached cochlear lead are

then appropriately positioned by the surgeon. The insertion tool (1430) includes

a number of adjustment knobs (1415, 1420, 1435) which allow the surgeon to



position the insertion tool (1430) appropriately prior to the automated insertion

of the electrode array. For example, the insertion tool (1430) may be used to

position the electrode array at the entrance to the oval window, perpendicular to

the temporal bone. The positioning could be performed manually, via joystick,

or by a computer vision system.

[0081] The automated system (1400) is then activated. The system

inserts the electrode array into the cochlea to a desired location and then

withdraws the steerable stylet.

[0082] Figs. 15 and 16 describe the automated insertion of the

electrode array into a patient's cochlea in more detail. Fig. 15 describes an

insertion process where the steerable stylet contains a force sensor which

measures the actual force of the electrode array against the wall of the cochlea.

Alternatively, the force sensor may be outside the electrode array but sense the

forces applied by the electrode array on the cochlear wall. Fig. 15 shows an

illustrative screenshot of a display (1500) which provides information throughout

the automated electrode insertion procedure. The screenshot (1500) includes

an upper window (1505) showing the current position of the cochlear electrode

(190) within the cochlea and a lower window (1507) showing a force/insertion

depth graph.

[0083] The current position of the electrode array (195) within the

cochlea (150) could be determined in a number of ways including fluoroscopy,

X-ray imaging, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), or computerized axial

tomography (CAT) scan image. Additionally or alternatively, measurements of

the patient's cochlea could be made in advance. The position of electrode array

(195) can then be estimated from sensors in the insertion tool and the steerable

stylet. This estimated position could then be displayed in combination with the

three dimensional model of the patient's cochlea.

[0084] A number of waypoints (waypoints A , B, and C) could be

placed on the image to mark transition points during the cochlear insertion. By

way of example and not limitation, waypoint A could be placed in a location

corresponding to the initial contact of the tip of the electrode array (195) with the

cochlear wall. Waypoint B could be placed at the point at which the tip of the



electrode array (195) would be expected to leave the wall. Waypoint C could be

placed at the final position of the electrode array tip when the electrode array

(195) is correctly and fully inserted into the cochlea.

[0085] The lower window (1507) illustrates force in millinewtons as a

function of insertion depth. The upper curve is a maximum allowable force

profile (1510). For example, the maximum allowable force profile (810) may

preclude the application of forces greater than 6 millinewtons. In most cases,

this threshold is below the tactile perception of a surgeon. The illustrated

maximum allowable force profile (1510) is a piecewise curve which is divided

into 3 sections: a first section (1520) which represents the insertion of the

electrode tip into the cochlea to waypoint A ; a second section (1530) which

represents a region of increasing allowable force as the tip continues around the

first curve of the cochlea to waypoint B; and a final section (1540) which

represents the allowable insertion force from waypoint B to the final position of

the electrode array tip at waypoint C.

[0086] A second force curve (1560) is simulation of the actual force

detected by the sensor in the steerable stylet during the current surgery. As

illustrated by the actual force curve (1560), actual surgery profiles may have

unique characteristics. In this example, the actual force remains close to zero

during the initial insertion process. As the electrode array reaches waypoint A ,

the tip of the electrode array (195) contacts the cochlear wall, resulting in a peak

(1570) in the force curve (1560). Corrective action is taken by relaxing the pull

wires in the steerable stylet to allow the tip to curl. Insertion continues and

produces relatively low forces for approximately 5 millimeters. However, the

electrode array (195) again contacts the cochlear wall, producing a second peak

(1572) in the force profile. Corrective action is again taken, but this time the

corrective action fails to substantially reduce the force during the continued

insertion. A third peak (1574) is generated. At this point, a third corrective

action brings the electrode array (195) away from the cochlea wall. Gradually

increasing forces are detected until an insertion depth of approximately 22

millimeters where the force again peaks (1576). The tip of the electrode array

(195) is now deep within the cochlea and the scala tympani is narrower. When



corrective action is taken, the electrode array (195) pulls away from the first wall

and contacts an opposite wall. This results in a negative spike (1578) in the

force curve (1560). The automated insertion system uses the positive spike

(1576) and the negative spike (1578) to refine the corrective action and reduce

the contact force for the remaining insertion. When the electrode array (195)

reaches the target insertion depth of 27 millimeters, the steerable stylet is

retracted from the lumen in the electrode array (195). This leaves the electrode

array (195) in the desired position within the cochlea.

[0087] The profiles and other information contained within Fig. 15 are

only illustrations. The actual screen, profiles, and limits may vary according to

the design of the cochlear implant, electrode insertion system, methods of

measurement, and individual characteristics of the patient. For example, the

force profiles could be split into various vectors which better describe the forces

applied to the tissues within the cochlea.

[0088] Fig. 16 is a flowchart that describes one illustrative method for

automated insertion of an electrode array using position sensors in the

steerable stylet for feedback. The electrode array is prepared by inserting the

steerable stylet into the lumen and the electrode array is inserted through the

surgical opening to the entrance of the cochleostomy (step 1610). The

automatic insertion begins by moving the stylet forward a preset amount (step

1620). A first actuator in the steerable stylet is activated to dither the electrode

array in one or more directions (step 1630). The position sensors are used to

determine if the motion is clipped or attenuated by contact with the cochlear

walls (determination 1640). For example, the output from the sensor within the

stylet may be compared to anticipated output which correlates to the actuation.

If the output is substantially similar to the anticipated output, no contact of the

electrode array with a cochlear wall is detected; if the output is not substantially

similar to the anticipated output, contact between the electrode array and the

cochlear wall is detected. If the electrode array is close to the wall of the cochlea

or to the basilar membrane, the pull wires are appropriately operated to bring

the electrode array back into the middle of the cochlear lumen, where no contact

is detected. Additionally or alternatively, the sensor response can be used to



determine whether the sensor is closer to bony tissue or to the basilar

membrane, the movement may be adjusted to keep the electrode array closer to

the bone than to the basilar membrane.

[0089] If the position sensors do not sense attenuation of the dithering

motion, the insertion continues (step 1650). If attenuation or clipping of the

dithering motion of the electrode array is detected, the tension of one or more of

the pull wires is adjusted to pull the electrode array away from the cochlear wall

(step 1660). The process of dithering electrode array and detecting clipping or

attenuation is then repeated.

[0090] A second determination is performed to determine if the

insertion of the electrode array is complete (determination 1670). If the insertion

is not complete, the process continues. If the insertion is complete, the

steerable stylet is extracted from the lumen in the electrode array (step 1680)

leaving the electrode array in position within the cochlea. The extraction

sequence may be more or less critical, depending on insertion depth, the shape

of a particular cochlea, and other factors. When the electrode array has

reached its deepest position inside the cochlea, the pull wires are exerting a

high force to maintain the stylet shaped for the tight radius of the cochlea. To

minimize force of the electrode array against the cochlea as the stylet is

withdrawn from the electrode array, the force on the pull wires is released in a

controlled way during stylet extraction. According to one illustrative

embodiment, the stylet is removed from the lumen by relaxing or releasing the

pull wires and withdrawing the stylet. In other embodiments, the activation

sequence of the actuators is recorded during insertion. This sequence is

reversed during the withdrawal of the stylet. By mimicking the forces used

during electrode array insertion, the stylet shape can be appropriately controlled

at every point during withdrawal to minimize forces on the cochlear wall. By the

time the distal portion of the stylet reaches the proximal portion of the electrode

array, which is in the fairly straight proximal portion of the cochlea, the stylet

should be substantially straight, and there should be no force exerted on the pull

wires.



[0091] Alternatively, the device may be operated so that the stylet is

inserted into the cochlea only partway to the electrode array's final depth, and

then the soft silicone electrode array is pushed toward the apex of the cochlea

without the support and guide of the stylet in the distal end of the electrode

array. In this way, any contact forces of the electrode array against the walls of

the cochlea towards the apex of the cochlea are kept to a minimum because of

the softness of the unsupported electrode array. According to one embodiment,

the insertion and extraction processes are performed in less than 90 seconds.

[0092] Using the method described above, one or more position

sensors can be used to detect very light contacts between the electrode array

and cochlea walls. The actuators in the steerable stylet compensate for

contacts by conforming the electrode array to the shape of the cochlea. This

method allows for automated insertion of the electrode array without prior three

dimensional knowledge of the cochlea geometry. The system automatically

adapts to irregularities within the cochlea.

[0093] Additionally, this technique could be used to map the internal

spaces within the cochlea or other internal cavity. A map of the cochlea may be

obtained as the sequence of locations occupied by the distal end of the stylet

while it is being inserted. The location of the distal end of the stylet can be

calculated using as input the force exerted by the pull wires and the knowledge

of the stiffness of the stylet, since every combination of pull wire forces will

deform the stylet in a unique predetermined way. This calculation is valid if no

other forces act on the stylet, such as forces exerted by inside structures of the

cochlea that are inadvertently contacted by the electrode array. Those

additional forces could be approximately taken into account by including in the

calculation measurements of the output of the sensors, or more specifically the

deviation of the output of those sensors from their ideal output based solely on

the forces of the pull wires. A map constructed in this way would be a single

three-dimensional line that fits within the lumen of the scala tympani. To obtain

additional information, one could measure the location of the walls of the

cochlea using the sensors as proximity sensors. In this way one could obtain a

three-dimensional map of the walls of the cochlea. This map may be useful to



minimize contact with the cochlear walls during stylet extraction. Furthermore,

this mapping technique can be used to map other cavities of the body, such as

blood vessels.

[0094] In some embodiments, the response from sensors to the

dithering motion can be used to determine if the electrode array is contacting a

hard or soft surface. For example, if the electrode array contacts the hard wall

of the cochlea, the electrode array will be deflected more than if the electrode

array contacts the soft wall of the basilar membrane. The soft wall of the basilar

membrane will deflect throughout the motion of the electrode array.

Consequently, the output of the sensor during the dithering motion will be

different when the electrode array contacts a hard surface verses a soft surface.

By measuring the elasticity of contact, the sensors can differentiate whether the

electrode array has contacted the endosteum lining the cochlea or the basilar

membrane. The distance to the wall may be inferred from the length motion of

the electrode array prior to deflection. In some embodiments, differentiation

between endosteum and basilar membrane can be maximized by creating a

custom stylet has an appropriate stiffness such that it is not much softer or

much stiffer than the endosteum and the basilar membrane. This technique

may be used to make an in-vivo assessment of the health of the basilar

membrane, or it can be used at the end of the surgery to verify that the basilar

membrane is still elastic and has not been ruptured by the surgical procedure.

[0095] The structures and methods described above can be used in

many applications besides cochlear implants, and include multiple sensors of

various types. Such sensors might include, for example, piezoresistive pressure

sensors, temperature sensors (resistance changes with temperature), flow

sensors (anemometry using a resistive heater and temperature sensor),

magnetic field (loop printed wire onto silicon measures EMF created across the

loop with a variable magnetic field), chemical (chemFET wherein the gate of the

transistor is connected to fluid, measuring voltage changes to detect pH).

[0096] Variations of the illustrative structures may also be used. For

example, in applications where steerability is not required, the pull wires can be

eliminated, thus using a silicon core with integral sensors on it. As another



variation, where steerability is important but sensing is not, the stylet may

include one or more pull wires but no sensors.

[0097] In sum, the steerable stylet and insertion methods described

above may have a number of advantages, including reduction in trauma to the

cochlear tissues, decreased damage to electrode arrays during insertion, and

improved patient outcomes. Additionally, the automated insertion decreases

variation between insertions and can more precisely locate the electrode array

within the cochlea.

[0098] The preceding description has been presented only to illustrate

and describe embodiments and examples of the principles described. This

description is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit these principles to any

precise form disclosed. Many modifications and variations are possible in light

of the above teaching.



CLAIMS

WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A stylet (400) for inserting a portion of a lead (190) into a cochlea (150),

comprising:

a first sensor (700) insertable within a lumen (51 1) of the lead (190) and

sensitive to force applied by a lumen wall to the first sensor (700); and

a first actuator (515) adapted to move the lead (190) in response to the

force sensed by the first sensor (700).

2 . The stylet according to claim 1, in which the first sensor (700) comprises

a silicon strain gauge (800).

3 . The stylet according to claim 2 , in which the silicon strain gauge (800)

comprises two active portions (825), in which differential measurements

between the two active portions (825) measure bending of the stylet in a first

axis and summed measurements of the two active portions (825) measure

bending of the stylet (400) about a second axis.

4 . The stylet according to any of the above claims, in which the first sensor

(700) comprises a fiber optic sensor ( 1 100).

5 . The stylet according to claim 4 , in which the fiber optic sensor ( 1100)

comprises at least one of: a Fiber Bragg grating ( 1 115) and a Fabry-Perot

sensor (1200).

6 . The stylet according to claim 5 , in which the fiber optic sensor ( 1100)

comprises a single optical fiber (1205) with a series of Fiber Bragg gratings

( 1 115) spaced along a portion of a length of the fiber, each Fiber Bragg grating

( 1 115) being tuned to a different wavelength range.



7. The stylet according to claim 4, in which the first sensor (700) is a press a

Fabry-Perot pressure sensor (1200) disposed on a distal end of the fiber (1205).

8. The stylet according to any of the above claims, in which the first actuator

(515) comprises a pull wire with a diameter of less than 50 microns.

9. The stylet according to any of the above claims, further comprising a

multi-lumen polymer body (510); the actuator (515) being inserted into a first

lumen (512) of the multi-lumen polymer body (510) and the first sensor (700)

being positioned in the multi-lumen polymer body (510) within a second lumen

(511).

10. The stylet according to any of the above claims, in which the stylet (400)

is configured to be extracted from the lead (190) after insertion of the lead ( 190)

into the cochlea (150).

11. The stylet according any of the above claims, in which the stylet (400)

has a diameter of less than 0.5 millimeters.

12. The stylet any of the above claims, in which the stylet (400) is configured

to be inserted into a lumen (505) of a cochlear lead (190) and sense contact of

the cochlear lead (190) with a cochlear wall during Insertion of the cochlear lead

(190) into a cochlea (150).

13. A method for inserting a cochlear lead (190) into a cochlea (150)

comprising:

inserting a stylet (400) into a lumen (505) of a cochlear lead (190);

inserting a first portion of the cochlear lead (190) into the cochlea (150);

activating a first actuator (515) in the stylet (510);

receiving an output from a sensor (700) within the stylet (510);

comparing the output to an anticipated output; and

if the output is substantially similar to the anticipated output, no contact of



the cochlear lead (190) with a cochlear wall is detected; if the output is not

substantially similar to the anticipated output detecting contact of the cochlear

lead (190) with a cochlear wall.

14. The method according to claim 11, further comprising:

if contact of the cochlear lead (190) with the cochlear wall is detected,

activating the first actuator (515) in the stylet (400) to move the cochlear lead

(190) away from the cochlear wall.

15. The method according to claim 12, further comprising, after moving the

cochlear lead (190) away from the cochlear wall, continuing to insert the

cochlear lead (190) into the cochlea (150).

16. The method according to any of claims 11-13, further comprising:

inserting the cochlear lead (190) into a desired position; and

removing the stylet (400) from the lumen (505) in the cochlear lead (190).

17. The method according to any of claim 14, in which removing the stylet

(400) from the lumen (505) comprises:

relaxing the first actuator (515); and

pulling the stylet (400) from the lumen (505).

18. The method according to claim 15, in which the first actuator (515)

comprises a plurality of pull wires and relaxing the first actuator (515) comprises

releasing the pull wires.

19. The method according to claim 14, in which removing the stylet (190)

from the lumen (505) comprises:

recording the activation sequence of the plurality of actuators (515)

during insertion; and

reversing activation of the plurality of actuators (515) while withdrawing

the stylet (400).
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